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(((DelSonix))) 

DelSonix analog, clip on speaker assembly instructions. 

 

Box content: 

1. Paper tube with rolled resonator cutout. 

2. Wooden pick-up with spring clamp attached. 

3. Nylon screw, wing nut. 

4. Steel finishing washer.  

5. Stiffening circle (one spare). 

6. Two (2) triangular clips. 

7. Rubber sleeve. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

1.  Resonator assembly. 

 

Remove rolled resonator film from the paper tube, unroll, don’t discard paper wrapper, keep it for 

future use. 

Place resonator cutout on flat surface with “V” cut pointing up.  
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Have two triangular paper clips ready. 

Grab wings on both sides of “V” cut and overlap. Keep sliding overlap until all 4 wing corners overlap 

and two colored temporary dot stickers are at the top edge corners. Top part of the resonator will be 

shaped as shown below:  

 

 

 
 

There should be a small, round hole in the middle of the resonator for the nylon screw. If the hole is 

too small or irregular shape, adjust overlap so that the hole is bigger and regular shape. This may 

result in edges of overlap areas to be slightly off line. This is not a problem and will not affect resonators 

performance. It is important to have sufficient opening in the middle of the resonator for nylon screw.  

Attach two triangular shape paper clips at the ends of overlapped areas. 
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The resonator will have now conical shape with Delta shaped base. 

 

2.  Stiffening circle assembly. 

 

Take one stiffening circle and insert nylon screw from the opposite side of a colored reinforcing round 

sticker.  

Insert nylon screw with stiffening circle inside of the resonator cone. You may have to lightly force it in. 

Stiffening circle will overlap and form a cone shape to conform to the resonator conical shape. 

 

 
 

Stiffening circle with nylon screw inserted through is pushed inside the resonator cone. Nylon screw 

protrudes through the resonator cone apex hole to the other side. 
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Stiffening circle inside the resonator 

 

 

 

 

3.  Attaching wooden pick-up to resonator. 

 

Place steel finishing washer over nylon screw with smooth, shiny part facing down and fitting over 

resonator.  

 

 
 

If nylon screw tends to fall down, push it back in and apply light pressure on steel washer with your left 

hand. This will squeeze screw and prevent it from falling down.  

Place wooden pick-up with top side hole down over the nylon screw. Nylon screw should now protrude 

through the other side where the plastic clamp is attached. You may have to use light force down to 

push nylon screw through.  
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Inserting wooden pick up. 

 

 

 

 

 
Screw on nylon wing nut. 

Don’t use excessive force for tightening the wing nut. It may damage the resonator base! 

 

Wing nut should be firm but you should be able to turn the resonator if its position needs to be 

adjusted. 

Check resonator position and overlapped areas. Resonator overlapped areas should be snug and 

resonator should be symmetrical with wide side at the bottom and paper clips pointing up on both sides  

of the wooden pick-up. 
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Assembled DelSonix – side view 

 

 

 

 

 
Assembled DelSonix – front view 
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4.  Using DelSonix speaker. 

 

Now you can start using your DelSonix speaker. Clip it to a clear, flat area at the end of your guitar 

headstock.  

Plastic spring clamp is made of black non-marking nylon. If you are afraid of scratching back side of your 

guitar’s headstock, place provided rubber sleeve over the lower jaw.  

Note:  Thick foam padding placed on the lower jaw may reduce DelSonix loudness. 

 
 

 

 
The best results are usually achieved when DelSonix is clamped at the end of headstock. 

Experiment by clamping DelSonix to different spots until you find “sweet spot” in your guitar 

 

Rubber sleeve 
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DelSonix sound emission is directional, so direct it at your face (ear) for the best results 

 

5.   Disassembly and transporting DelSonix. 

 

 Unclamp pick-up from a guitar.  

 Place DelSonix with face down and plastic clamp sticking up on a flat surface. Apply light 

pressure with your left hand and unscrew nylon wing nut and remove the pick-up.   

 Remove two triangular paper clips from resonator. Remove nylons screw, steel washer and 

stiffening circle. 

 Place flat resonator film on paper wrapper with “V” facing up. Roll it together with paper into 

about 1” (2.5 cm) diameter tube. Secure tube with two elastics and place it in rigid paper 

storage tube. 

 

Don’t flatten rolled resonator film or create a crease in resonator film cutout! It will decrease the 

performance of your amplifier.  

 

Unclamp your DelSonix from a guitar when not in use for prolong time (several weeks). This will help in 

maintaining spring clamping force.  

 

Wooden pick-up has light, natural plant oil finish. Store it in dry conditions. 


